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About This Game

Another soul passes through The Gate only to discover an underworld of demonic armies and infernal battles. Your journey
unfolds as you capture disciples and train them in combat. Can you unlock mysterious skill upgrades and build an army

powerful enough to help defeat fire-belching world bosses? The Gate uniquely combines Real Time Strategy (RTS) and Card
Collecting Game (CCG) mechanics. Battles are rendered in hand animated 3D while collectable cards are presented as

beautifully illustrated artistic masterpieces. Solo battles provide a chance to strengthen your army, while Raids, Arena Battles,
and World Bosses get your friends in on fight.

Features:
· Combines Real Time Strategy and Training mechanics.

· 3D art and hand animations achieve full visual glory.
· Action/Strategy card collecting game

· Train captured demons and fight them against the Legions of Hell

**ATTN: SpicyWorld, Facebook, and Mobile players - The Steam version of The Gate cannot be synchronized or linked to
your existing accounts. This is due to legal restrictions placed upon us by our publisher.
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I've had my eye on Mike Dies ever since I recently finished playing Psydra's first game, Dark Scavenger. Dark Scavenger is a
really weird but well-designed and well-written RPG, so I was a little surprised to see that their next game was what appeared to
be a standard playformer. Don't let the images fool you-- this is an equally weirdly-written and cleverly designed puzzle
platformer. There's not as much of a narrative as there was in Dark Scavenger, but that's to be expected, and what narrative
there is there kept me pushing through, trying to collect all of the orbs and messages. I generally don't go nuts trying to get all of
the collectables in most games, but the design of the puzzles here had me seeking them out just so I could see what sort of
hellish trial the game was going to put me through to try to collect them.

As the name implies, you are going to die playing this game, and you're probably going to die a *lot*. It's to Psydra's credit that
deaths never feel cheap or unearned. The controls are responsive and tight, guaranteeing that nearly every death can be
attributed to user error. I don't know that it fits the description of a Metroidvania, necessarily-- you won't find yourself earning
upgrades as you progress through the game, but that doesn't matter. This is a great puzzle-platformer that is well worth your
attention and money.. I adore you !!. Easy Achiviements and with cards but unfinished project.
. Playable, gives about 4 hours of gameplay.
Good graphics, good music and is fun. Boss fights are a little annoying but thats the only negative aspect. It's incredibly average.
Some of the puzzles are a bit frustrating, and it's about as scary as a dead fly.

It's hard to not recommend this game since it's free, but here I am. Play it if it interests you.
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The villain of the game as a playable character and you want to charge people for that?
Really?
That is one of the most lazy\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665dlc idea i've ever seen.. Fantastic adventure, one of the best I've
played in a long while. The story was a well written and the puzzles made sense in the world and didn't hold my hand through
them but still remained fair and balanced. To address some complaints I've seen in the reviews:
1. Graphics: I found them to be ideal for this game, they were detailed and there were interesting ambent effects like the rain
and smoke in bars.
2. Voices: If you watch any 40's noir films you quickly notice that's how they talk, I thought it really enhanced the atmosphere.
3. Humor: Dry and funny! Just like the movies.
If you like noir movies and you like adventures you're going to like this!. Bad little indie horror!. Dakka Dakka Dakka. And
hats. That sums up this DLC. 10\/10, would viking across the Sectors again. Still wish more people played, but hey- on the
upside all games fill fast.. Lupinball is a 4 player arena game that plays more like a bullet hell then anything else. The art is a
well crafted pixel based styled, with 15 unique levels, an awesome soundtrack, leaderboards and some extra silly quotes about
wolves to boot! With a low base pricepoint, there isn't anything this game missed its mark on.. The game itself is pretty good.
But an hour or two in, the game freezes. It freezes at the exact same point in the gameplay, even on future attempts to play, so
progress is impossible. This freezing is not immediately obvious, because the point at which it occurs is a couple hours into
gameplay. Cannot recommend.. short story with multiple endings (4). You are only asked to take a decision twice (each time
you have 2 options). The beauty off this game is in the drawing annd the music, it has a special atmophere + BONUS: it's free :P
and it's sweet. It is hard to enjoy multiplayer game when literally no one is playing. Back in a days when it wasn't free and some
people played it I remember it wasn't that good either, feeled unpolished and not very visually impressed after some time I had
enough.. Not recommend can't play as Spice Girls
. Interesting game that is different to chess. It needs to be made more accessible for non-chinese speakers. By this I mean there
need to be graphical board pieces eg an elephant instead of a Chinese symbol for an elephant. This will make it easier for people
not familiar with the game to play and would look cool too.
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